Heyrick Research Relies on
DataWalk in the Fight
against Human Trafficking
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About Heyrick Research
Heyrick Research is a Virginia-based company focused on
counter-human trafficking, specifically as it relates to the Illicit
Massage Industry (IMI). Heyrick Research uses their intelligence-
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driven approach to disrupt the business model within the IMI,

order to execute our

which is the largest form of sex trafficking within the United

mission. With DataWalk our

States. The company’s work includes cutting-edge research, data
analysis, and coalition building.

team can better
demonstrate the networked

“A key strategy for Heyrick is to work with our partners to defeat
the IMI as an industry, instead of the whack-a-mole approach,”
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With DataWalk, Heyrick’s analysts effectively
It was also crucial to visualize these intricate

identify and analyze connections between

networks so that findings could be more

illicit massage businesses (IMBs), and often

effectively
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written case studies.
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DataWalk also facilitates collaboration on
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cases throughout the team, as other analysts
can quickly and easily see new items and
connections.

Figure 1. A DataWalk link chart used in support of a Heyrick case study.
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That data is then brought to a link chart,

order to execute our mission,” said Chris
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“The DataWalk user interface is simple and
“DataWalk visualizations are integral to our

straight-forward,” says Mendheim. “We’ve also

partners,” notes Mendheim. “Giving a partner
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Human trafficking is an abhorrent crime, and
we at DataWalk are proud to support Heyrick

Through the stored data and connections,

Research in their important work.
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sometimes even months down the road.

Lafayette, Louisiana
LAFAYETTE PARISH SHERIFF’S OFFICE

Operation Emerald Triangle
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON
On February 28, 2019, after a three-year
investigation, the Seattle Police Department
(SPD) raided eleven massage parlors, arresting

On February 12, 2019, after a 17-month investigation, the
Lafayette Parish Sheriff’s Office raided five massage
parlors, arresting eight owner/operators on charges of
human trafficking and prostitution. In addition to the five
IMBs, police searched three residences, confiscating
$50,000 in cash, five vehicles, jewelry, phones, computers,
and business records.

five owners/operators, and freeing 26 victim
workers. The takedown focused on the
Chinatown-International District, Beacon Hill and
Sodo. Six people were charged with varying
counts of promoting prostitution and money
laundering. Police seized firearms and $120,000
in cash. All of the arrestees and the victims were
Chinese nationals.

